
   

‘A journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step.' - Lao

Tzu
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   Only a small percentage of South Africa is classified as real

wilderness, but the great thing about the Kruger National Park is

that 49% of its two million hectares is zoned as wilderness. And,

thanks to its many unfenced boundaries with surrounding

reserves, visitors to the Greater Kruger National Park have the

incredible opportunity to enjoy the best of several bush worlds.

   South Africa’s world-famous national park is home to a myriad of

mammal species, including the continent’s ‘Big Five’ and over 350

bird species. But what sets the Greater Kruger apart is its

accessibility, affordability and the wide range of activities and

accommodation available. As a result, you can keep going back to

try somewhere new and have a totally different experience each

time.

   And, whether you’re a Kruger aficianado or on virgin territory,

what better experience to try than a walking safari? Wildlife

safaris have become synonymous with game-viewing from

vehicles, but for the ultimate wilderness experience you can’t beat

walking in the wild. No matter what your level of familiarity with

the bush, this chance to explore and feel part of the environment is

one that’s worth a foot massage.

   Standing on your own two feet, you can tune in to all facets of

nature. Whether venturing off on a four-night wilderness trail or

on a two-hour guided walk, encountering the African bush on foot

is a sensory experience unlike any other. Accompanied by

experienced safari guides, a walking trail brings you much closer to

the environment and often leaves you with a profound feeling of

connection to nature - both physically and mentally.

   On these walks, safari guides also come into their own,

expounding on the behaviour and characteristics of the flora and



fauna that are sharing the trail and how they depend on one

another to keep the ecosystem in balance; from mammoth

elephants and baobab trees right down to tiny insects and seeds.

It’s the ultimate interactive learning experience and it will change

your perception of the wilderness.

   This issue aims to highlight some of the best places to keep in

mind in the Greater Kruger region if you wish to walk off into the

wilderness, ranging from luxury basecamps catered to your every

need, to back-to-basics adventures where it’s all down to you.

From bush walks with iSibindi to wilderness trails with SANParks,

there are so many fantastic ways to explore the Greater Kruger on

foot. Just click on the "Next" button above each image.

   

Enjoy the journey and take it one step at a time.
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Taking the time to take in the view at Lanner Gorge ©Anton Crone
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General advice and useful information about bush

walking

- No matter where the walking trail, expect to walk in single file

and in silence behind a guide and tracker. Only if the guides deem

it safe will they break single file to discuss what is seen.

- Expect to keep to open plains where there is good visibility and

where it is unlikely that you will surprise any animals.

- If you see something and want to stop, don’t shout but whistle as

it’s a more natural sound.

- Don’t automatically expect to see lots of animals as they can have

a tendency to be wary of us hominids. As a result, no specific

sighting can ever be guaranteed, but that’s the nature and beauty

of the wild. Try to see any walking safari as an experience in its

entirety, and just enjoy whatever comes your way.

- Children under 12 are not allowed to take part in a walking safari

but it is worth checking with the individual lodge, tour operator or

trail representative to confirm details as some lodges stick to the

stricter age limit of 16 years old. If you’re over the age of 65, you

may also be expected to present a medical certificate depending on

the trail you wish to wander off on.

- Most trails will require a moderate level of fitness and, at the very

least, walkers should feel comfortable with walking for a few hours

each day. The SANParks trails may require a higher level of

athleticism as four consecutive days of carrying food and camping

equipment can take its toll.

- At the start of the SANParks trails hikers will be required to sign

an indemnity form and it is important to note that all trails are

undertaken at your own risk.

   

WHAT TO BRING:



- Comfortable, closed walking shoes

- A camera plus a spare battery and memory cards as charging

facilities can be limited/non-existant

- Binoculars

- A hat

- High SPF sunblock

- Insect repellent

- A South African adaptor

- Polarised sunglasses

- A swimming costume

- A good book/Kindle

- A rain proof jacket between September and March

- Enough cash to pay for reserve entry fees

- Your appetite so that you can enjoy a South African braai around

the campfire

   

NB. The Greater Kruger is located in a malaria area and guests

should consider taking prophylactics to be on the safe side. Be sure

to speak to your doctor before travelling.

   

WHAT TO WEAR:

- Neutral colours for camouflage

- Lightweight layers that will keep you cool

- Clothes that you don’t mind getting dirty.

- Be sure to pack for the season as temperatures can vary

drastically between the winter and summer.

   

SUMMER: In the warmer months from October to April, pack

shorts, t-shirts, long trousers and a light jersey.

WINTER: From May to September, you’ll need some layers to



keep you snug - think gloves, hat, scarf, warm pyjamas and a good

ol’ fleece and warm jacket.
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Play hide and seek in the fever tree forest ©Anton Crone

RETURNAfrica - PAFURI TRANSFRONTIER TRAIL

We start our journey through the wilderness by venturing forth
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into the Pafuri region of northern Kruger, where our journalist,

Anton Crone, takes on a transfrontier trail with a difference.

    

   “What first attracted me to a join a walking trail in the Kruger

National Park was the prospect of walking home. The Pafuri region

of Kruger borders Zimbabwe, the country of my birth, and a place

I have a natural affinity with. This particular trail crosses through

the Makuleke community’s land, over the Limpopo riverbed and

into Zimbabwe to join a Shangaan cultural festival in the Sengwe

community.

   International Coordinator of the Great Limpopo Transfrontier

Conservation Area, Piet Theron, works with camp and trail

operator RETURNAfrica, and the communities north and south of

the Limpopo, to run the trail. Theron and the team have refined

this activity so that tourists not only experience the incredible

natural diversity of the region, but also the local culture.

'It provides an opportunity for benefits to flow to both

communities, and the Makuleke area provides the logical base for

a springboard into the Sengwe area,' says Theron.

   Referred to as the Makuleke Contract Park, this land was

occupied by the Makulekes until their removal in 1969. Now that

ownership has been returned to the community, RETURNAfrica

pays the Makuleke Communal Property Association (CPA) a

concession fee to operate in the park, with a minimum guaranteed

payment - regardless of performance.

   The first day’s trail, punctuated as it was by the cultural festival

with its frenetic dancing and merry-making, may have been the

highlight for many trail goers, but the other two days of walking

through the region held some of the highlights of my wilderness

travels. I was not prepared for the beauty of the Pafuri landscape

http://www.returnafrica.com/


that varies dramatically, from riverine forest to grassland

punctuated by palms, with Kalahari bushveld giving way to

evergreen montane forest, and mopane woodland opening up onto

sandveld. Pafuri hosts over 80% of Kruger’s biodiversity so it’s not

just the Big Five that you can enjoy here, but a spectacular array of

bird and plant species. Attracted by the great variety of habitats,

over 450 bird species can be found in Pafuri, and it is the

southernmost landing point for many migratory birds. All 12 of

South Africa's owl species can be seen here, as well as 13 species of

eagle, and Pafuri is also know for its 'specials' such as the wattle-

eyed flycatcher, lemon-breasted canary, grey-headed parrot and

narina trogon. Over three days we walked in a variety of different

areas, and not one day was like the other.”

   

WHAT TO EXPECT: A great floodplain has formed in the area,

which is home to expansive fever tree forests that transform the

landscape into a wonderland that you won’t encounter anywhere

else in the world. Seeing enormous elephant and eland dwarfed by

these trees just adds to the wonder. Another highlight a little

further south of the floodplain is the rocky Hutwini Gorge that has

been carved by the Luvuvhu River and its tributaries. Walking

entails following a natural highway that is used by all manner of

beasts, which have been so kind as to tread the ground flat. Lanner

Gorge is also breathtaking thanks to its snaking gully that is 11km

long and 150m deep in places. Named after the lanner falcons that

nest in the cliffs, expect a variety of birds to give flight to your

imagination.

   You will also see elephants in vast numbers in this forested,

water-rich region. Buffalo abound and nyala, eland and kudu are

common sights. Although we didn’t see leopard or lion during the



time that we were there, fresh tracks were in abundance on the

trails, and a leopard track outside my tent gave me an acute sense

of our proximity to the wild.
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Blend into the environment ©Shindzela

If walking isn’t your main priority, or if the idea of walking for

days on end doesn’t appeal to you, most good lodges in the Greater
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Kruger offer short guided bush walks in addition to, or instead of,

a game drive. We recommend arranging bush walks in advance

with your chosen lodge.

   There are a multitude of different options that will accommodate

any hardy soles depending on budget, preferences and priorities.

   

If a swimming pool comes high on your list, check out a lodge like

Shindzela, which is a comfortable tented bush camp set on the

banks of a dry riverbed. The camp has been deliberately kept

'rustic' so as to better blend into the environment and, as a result,

it has an informal and relaxed atmosphere where you can take a

dip in the pool while watching the other ‘guests’ at the small

watering hole.

   

If being eco-friendly is your top priority, then you’re in the right

place as there are many lodges in the Greater Kruger that are on

the same page. It’s worth checking out a lodge like the solar-

powered Garonga Safari Camp, which continues to look for ways to

be environmentally sustainable. Situated in the 22,000 hectare

greater Makalali Conservancy, this unassuming sanctuary,

complete with bio-gas system and vegetable garden, promises an

unhurried environment and offers wilderness walks that give

guests the chance to enhance their wildlife encounters, as well as

put their best foot forward for the environment by saving on

petrol.

   

If you’re looking for somewhere with a Fair Trade Tourism

certificate, then you may be interested in staying at Umlani

Bushcamp in the unspoilt Timbavati Private Nature Reserve.

Umlani is dedicated to conserving the African wild and uplifting

http://www.shindzela.co.za/
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the local community, so after exploring the home of more than 40

species of mammal in your walking shoes, you can continue to

connect with nature back at the beautiful off-grid eco-lodge with

its close-knit team of staff.

   

And if a touch of luxury is what you require after a dusty day in the

wild then lodges like the 5-star Tintswalo Safari Lodge in the

Manyeleti Private Game Reserve may be right up your bush path.

With a spa, an exclusive library of rare books, a formal dining area

and a wine cellar, this is a place where you can say goodbye to the

last vestiges of city stress. It also means that when you’re packing,

you may want to think bush chic rather than bush baby, as guided

walks are followed by sundowners before the day is perfectly

rounded off with a magnificent candlelit dinner.

http://www.tintswalo.com/safari/
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Go like a river ©Stephen Cunliffe

OLIFANTS REST CAMP - OLIFANTS RIVER TRAIL

The main reception area at Olifants Rest Camp is currently being
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renovated and should be finished by early 2016. However, it’s still

worth staying there in the meantime as the view over the Olifants

River is unforgettable.

   The Olifants River Trail starts from camp and follows the dense

thickets along the river’s banks, covering about 42km across

rugged veld and undulating rocky areas over the course of four

days. This SANParks trail is dusty and dry for most of the year and

the valley is a high density game area.

   Although it is a relatively short wilderness trail that requires

hikers to cover 10-15km per day with two armed field guides for

safety, it is a physically demanding experience as a result of the

uneven terrain and gullies. Participants must, therefore, present a

medical certificate that proves they are in good health.

     

WHAT TO EXPECT: A heightened sense of awareness as you

carve your own path into the wild with your own tent and food on

your back. The armed field guides have a licence to roam quite

freely and, about two hours before sunset, your guide will select a

suitable site where everyone can pitch their tents. Usually it will be

on the sandy banks of the river, with clear views in all directions to

keep an eye out for any curious creatures. As the trail follows a

river, there is an adequate water supply but purification tablets are

still necessary as the sad reality is that the water in the Olifants

River is quite polluted as a result of mines and rural communities

upstream. However, don’t let that deter you from packing your

swimming costume so that you can go for a refreshing dip in the

shallow end after your guides have scouted the area for any Nile

crocodiles.

   Due to the river at hand, you can expect beautiful views that

martial eagles can only marginally improve upon. You can also



expect to have hippos coming out of your ears as well as an

excellent chance of seeing elephants.
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Count the Big Five on your toes ©Africa on Foot

AFRICA ON FOOT

About an hour from Hoedspruit lie five chalets and a treehouse

that make for a cosy and personal camp in the Greater Kruger.

Located in the Klaserie Private Nature Reserve, Africa on Foot
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specialises in walking safaris that provide a deep immersion into

the bush. These two to three-hour guided walks are led by

qualified rangers with intensive specialised training who provide a

comprehensive demonstration beforehand on how to behave when

encountering potentially dangerous animals.

   

WHAT TO EXPECT: Although game drives and night drives are

also offered, the focus here is on walking so you can expect an

early wake-up call at 5am in the summer to allow for up to three

hours of roaming the wild before heading back when it starts to get

hot. Offering a rustic bush experience with the added luxuries of

WiFi and a splash pool, the solar-powered camp is relaxed and the

staff are friendly so you can expect to feel at home here.

   Bookings are quoted per person per night and the fully inclusive

rate includes all meals, all local drinks (soft & alcoholic), and game

drives as well as the legendary bush walks.
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Buffalo encounters in the bush ©Renata Ewald

MOPANI REST CAMP - LONELY BULL TRAIL

Named after the mopane trees surrounding the camp, SANParks
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claims Mopani Rest Camp on the banks of the Pioneer Dam to be

Kruger’s best kept secret. The Lonely Bull Trail is a back-to-basics

trail, which starts from Mopani Rest Camp and is conducted in the

large wilderness area between the Letaba low water bridge and the

Mingerhout dam along the Letaba River.

   Departures are every Wednesday and Sunday between February

and November, and this trail allows walkers to spend four days

without following a prescribed route.

   Two experienced trail rangers will accompany a maximum of

eight people at a time, but guests are required to provide their own

camping equipment and food for the duration. There are no

overnight huts for this adventure, which means that all walkers are

responsible for setting up their own tents and cooking their own

meals. No rubbish bins or toilets are provided so the trail operates

on a strictly "take it in, take it out" basis, with a "no trace camping"

ethic. With the chance to see buffalo, elephant, and even lion and

leopard on this trail, you’re in the home of four of the Big Five!

            

WHAT TO EXPECT: There’s no one to clean up after you here,

apart from Ogre the auger, which everyone will take turns to carry,

and who will make toilet breaks a cinch. It’s a good idea to bring

gas stoves for cooking, as well as dehydrated food and isotonic

sachets that are easy to carry. Walkers are requested to only pack

biodegradable products, and it is strongly advised that no one

carries more than a quarter of their own body weight. There is also

no cell phone reception so if you can’t peel your eyes away from

your iPhone, this trail isn’t for you!

http://www.sanparks.org/parks/kruger/camps/mopani/
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Let the experts lead the way ©Wild Wings Safaris

WILD WINGS SAFARIS - FLEXIBLE WALKING SAFARIS

A four-day wildlife walking tour with Wild Wings Safaris in the
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uncrowded Balule Private Reserve, which shares unfenced borders

with Kruger, offers you the flexibility to choose your game viewing

activity each day. This gives you the option of going out on a game

viewing vehicle when the weather or your legs would have it, and it

is ideal if you’re unsure whether three to four days of walking

would suit you.

   At the end of a day’s “work” in the bush, guests can unwind in

luxury glass-fronted safari units at Greenfire Lodge, which offers

endless views of the surroundings and can accommodate up to 18

guests.

   

WHAT TO EXPECT: The beauty of booking with a safari

operator is that you can rest assured that everything will be taken

care for you so that you don’t need to organise a thing. With

flexibility, a high ratio of staff to guests, and a back-up vehicle on

standby, no effort is spared on this trip so you can relax while

delicious meals are served under the stars.
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Get to know your neighbours ©Guy Upfold, Rhino Walking Safaris

RHINO WALKING SAFARIS

A stone’s throw from Skukuza and easily accessible by road or a

Kruger on Foot
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short Airlink flight, you can discover nature’s wonders while

walking along trails that meander off from the tented

accommodation at Rhino Walking Safaris. Situated in the heart of

a 12,000 hectare concession, a maximum of eight guests at a time

are ensured a quality wilderness experience with two qualified

guides that will share their wealth of bush knowledge on the

diverse areas around the camp.

   The duration of time that you spend out in the open bushveld

each day is up to you. Usually there are two walking safaris per day

that take between three and four hours before heading back to

Plains Camp, but this can vary according to your group’s

preferences and fitness levels, and your guide will chat to everyone

beforehand to work out what’s best.

   Don’t be fooled by the name - encounters with the Big Five and

many other species can be expected, but here’s hoping that you

catch a glimpse of the rare black rhino too! To increase your

chances, it’s worth heading here over winter as these months make

for cooler walking and better game viewing.

   If you want to spice up your walking adventure a little bit more,

you can spend a night or two at Rhino Post Safari Lodge rather

than go home to the same camp each night. This is another of

iSibindi’s luxurious bases, and is set at the southern end of the

wilderness concession on the banks of the Mutlumuvi riverbed.

From here you will be transferred back to Plains Camp in the

morning to start the day’s journey on foot.

   

WHAT TO EXPECT: At Plains Camp, luxury African explorer-

style tents await you. Made from canvas and wood with an en-suite

bathroom where you can scrub off the sweat with hot running

water, four of these are nestled in an acacia knobthorn thicket that

http://www.saairlink.co.za/
http://isibindi.co.za/rhino-walking/index.htm
http://www.isibindi.co.za/rhino-post/


overlooks the spectacular Timbitene plain and waterhole. A

generator and a back-up battery system will power overhead fans

and 24-hour lighting in your tent.

   Meanwhile, the suites at Rhino Post Safari Lodge crank the

luxury up a notch thanks to ‘his and her’ sinks as well as a

freestanding bath in which to soak up the wilderness.
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Gain some perspective in the bush ©Renata Ewald

SHINGWEDZI REST CAMP - MPHONGOLO TRAIL

The Mphongolo Trail stretches over four days and three nights,
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with departures every Wednesday and Sunday between February

and November. Starting at the rustic Shingwedzi Rest Camp in the

northern part of the park and the heart of mopane country, this

SANParks trail is conducted in the large wilderness area between

the Shingwedzi and Mphongolo rivers.

   One of the many beauties of this trail is that walkers can decide

when and where to camp, and which route to follow, under the

guidance of a trail leader. You can choose to walk to a different

'campsite' every day, or you could opt to pitch your tent for all

three nights in the same spot and use this as a base from which to

explore. This also gives you the flexibility to decide the distances

that you would like to hike each day.

   

WHAT TO EXPECT: This trail provides the chance to

potentially get up close and personal with waterbuck, nyala, kudu

and other antelope species. Although elephants and other

members of the Big Five can also be seen here, the wonder of this

specific walking trail is not so much the big game but rather the

smaller creatures and the surrounding flora. Keep your eyes

particularly peeled for the giant eagle owl, the spotted hyena and

the African rock python!

http://www.sanparks.org/parks/kruger/camps/shingwedzi/
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Elephant encounters on a walking safari ©Tanda Tula

TANDA TULA FIELD CAMP

The Field Camp at Tanda Tula offers an overnight tented

experience in the Timbavati Private Nature Reserve, which is part

of the Greater Kruger National Park. The Field Camp is booked
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exclusively for your group and is based away from their main

Safari Camp, offering the opportunity to embark on walking

activities as and when you want with your nearest and dearest.

   

   Our general manager, Janine Avery, describes her time at the

camp:

   “Our three night stay at Tanda Tula’s unfenced Field Camp has

been the highlight of my travels. When people ask me where the

best place I’ve been is, my answer is always here. It is an

experience like no other.

   Nights were spent at the incredibly comfortable camp, which

slept just eight of us, and was entirely and exclusively erected in

the wilderness – with no trace of it ever having occurred after our

time there. The days were ours to do as we pleased and, with a

guide and tracker to accompany us, we enjoyed long walks into the

bush as a private group. The highlight came when we were

tracking a rhino on foot and suddenly stumbled across wild dogs

and hyenas squabbling over a meal.

   On the odd occasion when we needed a break from all the

walking, or had eaten too much after a gourmet picnic prepared by

our personal chef, a safari vehicle was also on standby for our tired

feet.”

   

WHAT TO EXPECT: A nostalgic safari delivered in a

contemporary way to offer a "glamorous camping" experience.

Every morning you can start the day with a three to four hour bush

walk during which you will not only learn the art of tracking and

birding, but will also brush up on your tree and plant identification

skills. A short afternoon bush walk will follow later in the day with

sundowners, aperitifs and a bush dinner to look forward to in the



evening. You then return to the same camp each night where you

will have a stand-up tent to yourself with your own bathroom

complete with amenities. Although there is no electricity, oil and

solar lanterns will light your way if the stars don’t do the trick.

   A good time to head to Tanda Tula is over the winter when the

riverbeds are dry and make for a good thoroughfare to follow wild

dogs and leopards, as their tracks are easily identifiable.
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